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Introduction

1. Introduction
Nowadays, power system stability and reliability are considered as the most pressing issues
worthy of studying and analyzing in modern electric power systems. The use of renewable
energy sources (RESs) is one of the noteworthy strategies to reduce the dependence on fossil
fuels and consequently mitigate the environmental pollution impacts. The most popular types
of these RESs are wind power, solar photovoltaic (PV), solar thermal systems, biomass, and
various forms of hydraulic power. Several problems have been addressed by installing wind
power generation (WPG) and solar PV generation systems to the electric power system. Wind
speed always changes by increasing/decreasing around the average wind speed value, causing
variable output power of WPG. Furthermore, due to the intermittent nature of the solar
irradiance, the PV output power will be affected. Consequently, power system stability and
reliability will be affected by these conditions accordingly.
Energy storage systems (ESSs) have an important role to aid in solving the abovementioned problems and in mitigating the fluctuating nature due to the increase in the
penetration level of RESs in the electrical power system. The main contribution of employing
ESSs in electrical power networks is to mitigate the active/reactive power transfer from/to the
utility power grid during normal conditions and when it is subject to disturbances. Among
various ESSs, the superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) systems have proven
themselves as an effective solution. In addition, SMES systems have a short time delay during
charging/discharging processes, high efficiency, and long lifetime. Fuzzy logic control (FLC)
is considered one of the advanced and robust controllers which can control the energy transfer
between the power system and energy storage system.
The main goal of this research work is to enhance the performance of power system
stability and reliability of the electric power system which included distributed generation
(DG) systems. PV and WPG are considered from the most growth RESs in worldwide. The
intermittent nature of wind speed and solar irradiance, as well as the abnormal conditions due
to random load changes, are the critical issues on the stability and reliability of the electrical
power system. Moreover, a developed SMES with the FLC method is proposed to enhance the
stability and reliability of the electrical power system in the presence of RESs by fast
charging/discharging energy between the power system and SMES.
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2. Research Objectives
As presented in the literature, several research works have been accomplished to enhance
the stability and reliability of the power systems by cooperating SMES with RESs;
nevertheless, these attempts have either drawbacks or deficiencies that are summarized in the
following:
─ Existing methods studied the behavior of SMES with WPG to mitigate the power and
voltage fluctuations during wind speed transients. However, the mitigation of WPG
output power during high wind gusts and taking into consideration the load power
variations have not addressed. There are several attempts in the literature to provide
solutions for solving voltage and frequency instability issues in the distribution systems.
Nevertheless, both the SoC of SMES and high wind speed transient impacts are not
considered especially in unbalanced distribution networks.
─ Proposals exist to use SMES in improving the reliability of the islanded MGs integrated
with WPG/PV. But the impact of WPG/PV station insertion during operation time and
the sudden rejection of the large electric loads are not included in the designing of the
SMES control.
─ Existing approaches proposed the application of SMES in the MG equipped with a PV
generation system to control and minimize the tie-line power flow between the MG and
the utility grid. However, these approaches have not considered the optimal value of
active and reactive SMES output power to reduce the thermal stress due to the
overcharging and deep discharging states of SMES, which may cause its failures and
shortened lifetime. Additionally, proposals exist to utilize SMES with a hybrid WPG/PV
system to mitigate power and voltage fluctuations. Although, a high irradiance variation,
wind gust events, and the random variation of load demand have not included together
in the proposed control.
─ Existing methods used to investigate the cooperation between SMES (as energy storage)
and EVs (as a controllable load) did not consider the coordination control strategy
between SMES and EV for reducing the distribution system power loss, minimizing
voltage fluctuation at peak load period, and avoiding congestion in the distribution
network.
─ The coordination between SMES and protection devices to improve the reliability of a
real power system is based on a simplified SMES model in some of the research works.
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Most of the research work has not considered either the complete SMES model nor the
appropriate control method.
Motivated by the aforementioned insufficiency, this dissertation presents efficient control
methods for the SMES to deal with these drawbacks. By applying these methods, the
fluctuating of active/reactive power and voltage of the power system can be significantly
mitigated, and the system total power loss is clearly reduced. The main goal of this work is to
improve the stability and reliability of the power system by cooperating SMES and RESs. The
research objectives, which will be accomplished in this work to face the challenges listed above
and enhancing the stability and reliability of the power system are in the following.

2.1 Mitigation Voltage/Power Fluctuation and Stability Improvement
To mitigate both voltage and power fluctuations of a grid-connected WPG during the wind
gust and load power variations, a developed FLC-SMES is proposed. The proposed control is
designed in order to enable SMES to rapidly charge/discharge both active and reactive powers
to meet the power and voltage ﬂuctuations. In addition, the voltage and frequency stability
issues are enhanced by employing the SMES system based on the FLC method. This proposed
method for SMES can improve the performance of three-phase balanced and unbalanced
distribution systems considering the high wind speed variation and large unbalanced loading
conditions.

2.2 Robust SMES Control for Improving MG Reliability
To enhance the reliability of islanding MGs including WPG/PV units, a robust FLC method
is proposed for SMES. This proposed method can regulate the system frequency and PCC
voltage to the acceptable value during both load rejection and WPG/PV insertion scenarios.
Moreover, the reliability of both the grid-connected PV-MG system and the hybrid PV-wind
grid-connected system is improved with employing the proposed FLC-SMES. Therefore, the
tie-line power between MG and the utility grid and the total system power losses are
significantly minimized.

2.3 Cooperation between SMES and EVs
To improve the distribution networks' performance in the presence of both EVs and SMES,
an efficient coordinated control strategy is proposed between SMES and EVs. This
coordination control is based on the FLC method which utilizes for SMES and EVs via a
common electricity price control signal. This method can effectively minimize the total power
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loss, reduce the active and reactive required grid power, keep the PCC voltage at acceptable
standard value.

2.4 Coordination of SMES with Digital Protection System.
To operate with high reliability and more secure for low inertia power systems, a proposed
SMES based FLC method is coordinated with the digital protection system. This coordination
strategy can effectively improve the frequency of low inertia power systems and maintain
dynamic stability and security in admissible limits due to different load and RESs disturbances.

3. Thesis Outline
This thesis is arranged as follows:
Chapter 1: presents the definition and description of stability and reliability of power system,
comprehensive background and application about ESSs especially SMES, research goals, and
structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2: describes the detailed modeling of SCIG based wind turbine, construction of solar
PV generation system, complete SMES configuration, and the description of FLC.
Chapter 3: introduces a proposed FLC method to mitigate the power and voltage fluctuation
of the grid-connected distribution network due to extreme wind speed variation. Additionally,
improving the small disturbance voltage and frequency stabilities for both balanced and
unbalanced distribution systems.
Chapter 4: proposes a robust FLC for SMES to enhance the reliability of the islanded MG
equipped with the WPG/PV system during the insertion of the WPG/PV unit and sudden load
rejection.
Chapter 5: offers two proposed methods for minimizing the tie-line power flow between the
MG with PV and the utility grid in the presence of SMES. In addition, robust control of SMES
is proposed to mitigate power and voltage fluctuations of a hybrid PV-wind power generation
system integrated with the utility grid during high irradiance variation, wind gust events, and
uneven load power demand.
Chapter 6: provides a coordination strategy between SMES and electric vehicles (EVs) in the
charging/discharging process including EV’s charging price to improve the characteristics of
EVs charging/discharging moreover, regulate line active/reactive power to achieve a load
balance operation.
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Chapter 7: proposes a coordination control strategy between SMES, load frequency control
(LFC), and digital frequency relay (DFR) to improve the frequency stability.
Chapter 8: concludes the contributions of the thesis. The potential future direction of research
is also offered in this chapter.
To provide a complete picture and help to understand the contents and the distribution of
contributions between the different chapters, Figure 1 describes the complete workflow in the
dissertation, which is divided into four parts, namely, Part I, Part II, Part III, and Part IV.

Abstract
Part I: Problem Description
• Stability & Reliability of Power
Systems.
• RESs and SMES Modeling.
• SMES Benefits and Contributions.
• Research Questions.
• Thesis Contributions.

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Introduction

Modeling of RESs and
Energy Storage System

Part II: SMES for Stability Improvement
•
•
•
•

Proposed FLC Method.
Voltage & Frequency Stabilities.
Active/Reactive Power Mitigation.
Balanced/Unbalanced Distribution System.

Part III: SMES with Hybrid System
• Islanded mode of WPG and PV in
Presence of Proposed FLC-SMES.
• FSM and OFSM Methods.
• Hybrid WPG-PV System.

Chapter 3

SMES Cooperation with WPG for
Improving System Stability

Chapter 4
Mitigation of Microgrid
Voltage and Frequency
Fluctuations with SMES

Chapter 5
Reliability Enhancement
of Hybrid System Using
SMES

Part IV: SMES for Reliability & Security
• Coordinated Control for SMES
and EVs.
• Coordination Strategy of
Charging and Discharging.
• Dynamic Frequency Stability.

Chapter 7
SMES Cooperation with
Digital Protection System

Chapter 6
Performance Analysis of
SMES with Electric
Vehicles

• FLC-SMES and DFR Coordination.

Chapter 8
Conclusions & Future Work

Figure 1 Organization of the dissertation.
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4. Theses
4.1 Thesis 1
“A novel control strategy of SMES has been proposed to mitigate the power and voltage
fluctuations due to WPG transients and random load variations. The proposed FLC method of
SMES is robust, as it has successfully controlled the voltage at PCC, active and reactive powers
during normal wind speeds and for different scenarios of wind gusts. Furthermore, the impact
of the proposed control in enhancing the voltage profile for three-phase balanced/unbalanced
radial distribution systems has been tested. Moreover, load variations in the presence of
intermittent WPG are taken into consideration in the design process of the SMES controller.
The obtained results proved the best performance of SMES in the combination with WPG to
mitigate the voltage and power fluctuations due to wind speed variations in addition to the load
demand variations. Therefore, the superiority of the FLC method that enables SMES to operate
with fast response in all modes of operation has been demonstrated.”
The related work is presented in Chapter 3 of the dissertation and has been published in
[J8], [J9], and [C10].
In this thesis, a developed control approach of the SMES system is proposed for controlling
it's active and reactive powers to regulate voltage and power interchange as well as mitigating
voltage and frequency stability problems associated with the ﬂuctuating nature of WPG and
the random load changes. The proposed system is validated using a grid-connected and the
IEEE 33-bus distribution systems. Both WPG and SMES are connected at the PCC. FLC is
designed in order to enable SMES to rapidly charge/discharge both active and reactive powers
to compensate the ﬂuctuation of voltage, frequency, line real power, and line reactive power
at PCC. With the proposed FLC method, SMES has success to rapidly discharge and charge
the stored energy during high wind ﬂuctuation and randomly load variation. This, in turn,
helped in regulating the PCC voltage to the acceptable standard limits. It also success to
mitigate the line active and reactive powers transfer between WPG and PCC during the
extreme variations of wind speed and load profile change. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed
system and controller in suppressing the existing voltage and frequency ﬂuctuations in the
traditional distribution power systems has become clear. Furthermore, the proposed FLC
method is advantageous in preserving the reliable operation of the SMES system and protecting
it from overloading and thermal stresses conditions.
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4.2 Thesis 2
“An efficient control method for SMES has been proposed for improving the reliability of MGs
in presence of RESs in both grid-connected and islanded modes of operation. In the MG
islanded mode, the proposed method takes into consideration the sudden insertion of the
WPG/PV unit as well as the sudden rejection of loads. For the grid-connected MG mode, two
scenarios are studied to validate the proposed methods; PV-SMES grid-connected MG as a
first scenario and the hybrid WPG/PV/SMES grid-connected MG as the second scenario. In
both of the above mentioned scenarios, the proposed methods can significantly improve the
MG reliability by mitigating power and voltage fluctuations, limiting the frequency variation
in the islanded MG mode, minimizing the MG power losses, reducing the grid active/reactive
power, and optimizing the SMES active and reactive powers to minimize the tie-line power
flow between MG and main grid.”
The related work is presented in Chapter 4 and 5 of the dissertation and has been published
in [C4], [C8], [C9], [J5], [J6], and [J7].
In this thesis, a robust controlled-SMES scheme is proposed to enhance the reliability and
stability of islanding MGs including wind power units and solar power generation as well.
SMES can charge and discharge its stored energy to face the abnormal conditions during the
islanding mode of the MGs distribution system.
In addition, two distribution systems have been examined as studied cases to validate the
proposed methods. PV-SMES grid connected system and hybrid grid connected
PV/wind/SMES MG system are tested with applying the proposed methods. Firstly, in the PVSMES grid connected MG system, two methods, called FSM and OFSM, are investigated for
minimizing the tie-line power of the MG and regulating the voltage at PCC. In the proposed
methods, the reactive power of the VSC and the active charging/discharging power of the
SMES are optimally and simultaneously computed. Therefore, the tie-line power flow has been
effectively minimized, and the PCC voltage has been regulated. Furthermore, the fluctuations
of tie-line power flow and the transmission power losses have been significantly decreased.
Secondly, in a hybrid grid connected PV/wind/SMES MG system, a developed control
technique to mitigate the fluctuations in voltage and power of grid connected hybrid renewable
energy system due to weather conditions using SMES has proposed. The proposed FLC-SMES
could reduce the fluctuation of active and reactive power transfer at the common connection
point to a minimum value to achieve a self-supply for the loads only with cooperation between
7
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HGS and SMES. Moreover, the voltage profile of the common point is regulated at the desired
standard limitation (i.e. 1.0 pu), although the high changes of wind speed, PV radiation, and
load profile, after FLC-SMES installation. The effectiveness of the proposed methods is
proven by the fixed value 2.4 kV of the DC voltage of the capacitor connected to the chopper
circuit with VSC during all charging and discharging processes

4.3 Thesis 3
“A developed coordination control between EVs and SMES systems is proposed to control the
charging power required by electric vehicles and improve the power system performance. Four
integration approaches of EVs with the grid are studied to exhibit their influence on the
electrical network and to reduce power loss and voltage fluctuation. Furthermore, the growing
load demand, management and support of active and reactive powers, and load balancing are
discussed. Electricity price is a common coordination signal for both EVs and SMES control
proposed method, which is based on the FLC technique. The simulation results show the
effectiveness of the coordination control technique in minimizing power loss and voltage
fluctuation. Furthermore, it helps to alleviate and reduce the active and reactive powers
generated by the main grid.”
The related work is presented in Chaptre 6 of the dissertation and has been published in [J3]
and [C5].
In this thesis, a comprehensive analysis of the different EV integration approaches is
presented. Four integration approaches are discussed and compared together as follows;
uncontrolled charging, controlled charging, controlled charging/discharging, and controlled
charging/discharging with SMES. FLC is used to make a coordination control between the
EVs and SMES. The EVs have two FLC inputs and one output. The inputs are electricity price
and SoC; the output depends on the case used. The output for Case 1 is charging power level
and charging/discharging power level for Cases 2 and 3. Regarding the SMES control, there
are two inputs and one output. The two inputs are the change in electricity price and the change
in SMES current, the output is the duty cycle which is responsible for the SMES mode of
operation. The simulation results show the difference between the four integration approaches.
In addition, they prove that the proposed control strategy for the EVs and SMES is efficient.
Through the comparison of the four types, controlled charging/discharging with SMES case
achieves the best performance, this contribution can be summarized as follows: 1) Minimizing
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total system power loss. 2) Reducing the reactive power required from the grid by injecting
reactive power to the grid from the SMES. 3) Preserving the PCC voltage at 1.0 pu, during
peak loading events. 4) Decreasing total load power during the peak period by releasing active
power from the SMES.

4.4 Thesis 4
“An improved coordination control strategy between the robust SMES based on FLC and the
load frequency control (LFC) is proposed to emulate virtual inertia in the control loop of a
realistic power system. The high penetration scenarios of RESs and the reduction in system
inertia due to the increasing amount of RESs cause undesirable impact to power system
dynamic stability, threaten the system security, and could lead to complete blackouts as well
as damages to the system equipment. The proposed FLC strategy of SMES is coordinated with
DFR for enhancement of the frequency stability and preservation of the system dynamic
security due to the high penetration level of RESs. Moreover, the real system has been tested
with considering different load and RESs disturbances with varying inertia level. The obtained
results demonstrate that the proposed coordination strategy can effectively regulate the system
frequency and maintain dynamic stability and security in admissible limits during
contingencies cases.”
The related work is presented in Chapter 7 of the dissertation and has been published in
[J2], [J4], and [C3].
A new coordination strategy is proposed among the control functionalities and the control
functionalities for low inertia power systems. The coordination strategy includes the LFC,
SMES as virtual inertia emulator, and the digital frequency protection. Moreover, more
practical modeling and a new FLC method have been developed for the SMES to emulate the
virtual inertia characteristics. The Egyptian power system has been selected as a case study for
investigating the proposed system. The results proved the superior performance of the
proposed system for enhancing the security and stability for the studied power system,
considering high penetration of RESs and insertion/rejection of loads. The results have
demonstrated that the proposed FLC-SMES has achieved frequency stability robustly in the
presence of high wind/PV power penetration, different load power fluctuations, and different
levels of system inertia in all cases of the studied scenarios. The system stability is preserved
in the obtained results with the reduction of the system inertia until 25% of its nominal value.
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Moreover, the employed practical model and FLC method have helped at smooth and fast
regulation of the system frequency compared to the simplified first-order model in the
literature. The new proposed coordination strategy has achieved proper cooperative operation
of the control and protection functionalities of the control center. The proposed coordination
strategy with the FLC-SMES model can significantly reduce the spikes in the frequency during
the overshoot and undershoot peaks as well as return to the steady-state value with short
settling time. In the selected case study, the improvement of the frequency spikes reduction
exceeds 50% over the conventional method for all tested scenarios

5. Significance and Practical Applicability of the Results
Here, we explain the importance and practical applicability of this research work. The
control center of the transmission system operator (TSO) is supposed to incorporate the
proposed real-time control strategy since it has the capability to receive and analyze the signals,
generate proper commands, and transmit them over the power system. The recent
developments in communication technologies can be incorporated in the proposed method to
achieve two-way communication among the operator and the consumer and between the
different DG systems. Thanks to the continuously decreasing cost of communication devices,
and the spread of smart metering infrastructure, advanced and intelligent control systems can
be developed for enhancing performance of the power system [1], [2]. The parameters
monitored by the communication infrastructures include the power system parameters (e.g.
demand power, frequency, voltages, currents, DGs power production, and switches status) and
the environmental and other parameters (e.g. ambient temperatures, solar irradiance, wind
speed, security or safety warning signals, etc.). Thence, in the proposed system, the digital
control systems of the power electronic inverters that integrates the SMES, and RESs with the
power systems, have the ability to send and/or receive the communication signals from power
system control centers. Based on these signals, the digital controllers allow certain operating
mode of the SMES and control the value of SMES current which flows to/from the grid to
cover the optimal charging/discharging active power required according to the level of
disturbance, the capacity and SoC of the SMES, and enhancing the system efficiency,
reliability, and stability. Furthermore, the employed inverters perform additional
functionalities for the power system, such as injecting/absorbing the optimal amount of
reactive power according to the inverter capability. This, in turn, gives rise to the concepts of
the smart inverter systems and advanced FLC that support the utility grid during subjected
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